Arrow Striping with adhesive stripes is a good
looking, quick and easy way to put career
bands on your Honor Arrow—available at
www.AcornAwards.com

How to Stripe Your
Arrow of Honor

Steps for striping your Arrow of Honor
1. Fill in the ‘#’ column in the chart below with the
number you have of each Rank or Award. For
example, “1” if you were a Tiger and “1” if you
were a Bobcat. Only Silver Arrow Points and
Webelos Activity Pins can be more than “1”.
Rank

Ranks & Awards

# of stripes

Bobcat
Tiger
Wolf

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Wolf Badge
Gold Arrow Point
Silver Arrow Points
Bear
Bear Badge
Gold Arrow Point
Silver Arrow Points
Webelos
Webelos Badge
Ac vity Pin(s)
World Conserva on
Religious Award
Arrow of Light

Color
Black
Orange
Red
Gold
Silver
Green
Gold
Silver
Blue
White
Purple
Tan
Yellow

2. Put the arrowhead flat on the table with the cock feather up.
3. Lay out your stripes according to your numbers and colors in the chart
above — Where you start and spacing is up to you!
4. Peel the backing off your first stripe.
5. Grab the ends of the stripe with your thumbs and pointer fingers.
6. Lay the middle of the stripe across the arrow shaft.
7. Press down one end of the stripe then the other.
8. Repeat with the next stripe until they are all applied.
(2016-17 update: Using the new awards system? Use the old white activity pin stripes after the Webelos
stripe (7+) and the Arrow if Light stripe (7+) for the 7 required rank adventures + additional adventures)
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1&3. Using your chart above, lay out your stripes by your arrow (spacing is up to you)
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2. Cock feather up

5-8. Grab the ends with your thumbs and
pointer fingers, lay the middle on the shaft,
press one end down then the other, repeat
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